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Recent and Upcoming Publications
To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byubookstore.com and
search by book title or ISBN number, or call the BYU Store toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

The Journey West: The
Mormon Pioneer Journals
of Horace K. Whitney
with Insights from Helen
Mar Kimball Whitney
Edited by Richard E. Bennett

How did a young newly
wed couple experience the
Mormon pioneer trek west?
In The Journey West, awardwinning author Richard E.
Bennett has compiled the
first combined husbandand-wife account of the
pioneer trek. The six journals rank among the great
Mormon exodus journals.
They were written by Horace K. Whitney, son of Newel K. and Elizabeth
Whitney, with reminiscences and insights from Helen Mar Kimball Whitney,
daughter of Heber C. and Vilate Kimball.
US $34.99

The Los Angeles Temple:
A Beacon on a Hill
Richard O. Cowan

President David O. McKay was intimately involved with the planning and
construction of this largest temple that the
Church had ever built. Its operation reflects
some of the challenges the Church faced in
the changing cultural climate of Southern
California. This volume is a comprehensive
history of the Los Angeles Temple. The text is
illustrated with more than a hundred photographs of the construction, groundbreaking, installation of the angel Moroni,
and cornerstone ceremony—many which have not been previously published.
US $31.99

Martyrs in Mexico: A Mormon Story of
Revolution and Redemption
F. LaMond Tullis

“What bravery! They died with their
boots on!” remarked one of the Zapatista
executioners about the surreal way Mormon
leaders Rafael Monroy and Vicente Morales
had stood to receive the fusillade of bullets
that pierced their bodies. The terror of facing an execution squad notwithstanding, no
cowering, begging, or hysterics marred their
calm and stalwart resolution to not renounce
their faith. The Zapatista commander had
given them that option.
US $19.99
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Commitment to the Covenant:
Strengthening the Me, We, and Thee
of Marriage

Abinadi: He Came Among Them in
Disguise

Debra Theobald McClendon and Richard J. McClendon

Under the guidance of some of the
best thinkers on the Book of Mormon, the
Abinadi narrative springs to life as each chapter approaches Abinadi’s story and words
from a different perspective. Whether viewed
through a sociopolitical, literary, theological,
philosophical, or historical lens, new insights
and a new appreciation for the richness of
Abinadi’s discourse will help readers reignite
their passion for the beauty and depth of the
Book of Mormon.
US $27.99

In recent decades, prophets have repeatedly emphasized how a strong marriage and
family are the basis of a robust society; they
have counseled and warned of the many
modern obstacles that can erode a healthy
family life. This book draws on inspiring
personal stories, research from sociology and
psychology, and doctrines of the gospel of
Jesus Christ to present key principles that,
when applied, will help a marriage thrive.
US $27.99

Opening Isaiah: A Harmony
Ann N. Madsen and Shon D. Hopkin

Opening Isaiah provides what has never
before been provided to LDS readers. It
brings all important versions of Isaiah—
King James, Book of Mormon, Joseph Smith
Translation, Dead Sea Scrolls, and the modern New Revised Standard Version—into
comparison for readers to help them clearly see the similarities and differences in each one. Readers can thus study Isaiah’s writings with a focus on
the inspired texts themselves. In addition to beautiful maps that guide the
reader through the geography of Isaiah’s day, the editors have carefully provided guidance in footnotes to untangle difficult passages, point to important
symbolism, and reveal historical context. This book may become the most
important resource on Isaiah you will ever purchase.
US $25.00

Edited by Shon D. Hopkin

Canadian Mormons: History of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints in Canada
Edited by Roy A. Prete and Carma T. Prete

This book gives a panoramic view of the
rise and progress of the Church in Canada. It
has all the elements of a great saga, including
that of early faithful missionaries preaching in eastern Canada without “purse or
scrip” in the 1830s and 1840s and the exodus of early Canadian converts who joined
with the main body of the Church in Ohio,
Missouri, and Illinois, and then trekked across the Great Plains to Utah in the
Rocky Mountains.
US $39.99
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Upcoming Events

Staff Spotlights

Sidney B. Sperry Symposium

Research Assistant
Carrie Greene is a sophomore at BYU and loves it. At the RSC,
Carrie’s job includes updating the website management, assisting
customers, shipping books, and decorating the office for every holiday for which she and her partner can find decorations. She enjoys
traveling and recently went on a humanitarian trip to Nepal. She
also enjoys all animals and has had dozens of pets, including a tarantula named Aragog, a ball python named Buddy, and, her favorite,
a Rat Terrier named Sophie. Carrie loves Ultimate Frisbee, art, and
music, in particular country music. Her family are her best friends,
and her brothers keep her life exciting. Carrie currently has a mission call and is excited to serve in the Panamá Panamá City Mission.

Friday and Saturday, 26–27 October 2018
The 47th Annual Sidney B. Sperry Symposium will be held in the Joseph
Smith Building ( JSB) auditorium on BYU campus. The theme is “Thou Art
the Christ, the Son of the Living God.” Presentations will cover the person
and work of Jesus in the New Testament. For more information, visit https:/
rsc.byu.edu/sperrysymposium.
Religious Education Student Symposium

Friday, 15 February 2019
This event is held in the Wilkinson Student Center from 9:00 a.m. to noon.
The annual student symposium provides a forum for students to research,
write, and present papers about religious subjects from a faithful perspective.
For more information, visit http://rsc.byu.edu/studentsymposium.
These events are free of charge and registration is not required. Some event details
are subject to change. For more details, please visit us online at rsc.byu.edu
/conferences or contact Brent Nordgren at 801-422-3293.

Editing Intern
Megan R. Judd’s love for religious studies was born when she spent
two years in the Jerusalem Center as a “faculty kid” with her dad,
Frank F. Judd Jr. Megan loved religious studies so much that she
continued to take BYU religion classes even after she had the
required religion credits. Among her extra classes were Foundations
of the Restoration, Writings of Isaiah, The Pearl of Great Price, and
Survey of Christianity. In August 2017 Megan became an editorial
intern at the Religious Studies Center. She often catches copyediting and proofreading errors that others miss, and she can easily get
absorbed in the smallest details of manuscripts. Some of her favorite
hobbies are playing the piano, writing short stories, sorting through her childhood junk, hanging out with her family, and eating sushi.
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Submission Guidelines
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ on a regular basis. The
distinct focuses are on teaching the gospel; publishing studies on scripture, doctrine, and Church
history; and sharing outstanding devotional
essays. The beliefs of the respective authors do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious
Studies Center, Brigham Young University, or The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Complete author guidelines are provided at
rsc.byu.edu/styleguide. All manuscripts should
be submitted electronically to Joany_Pinegar@
byu.edu.
Manuscripts should be double-spaced, including
quotations. Authors should follow style conventions of The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition,
and the Style Guide for Publications of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 5th edition,
available at the site listed above.
Manuscripts will be evaluated by the following
questions:
1. Does the manuscript address a clear thesis?
Does the argument proceed cautiously and
logically? Is the writing clear? Is it engaging and
interesting? If not, why?
2. To what degree is the author knowledgeable on
the topic as a whole, as shown, for example, by

content, phrasing, contextualizing, thorough use
of the best sources, and bibliography? Does the
author adequately acknowledge and deal with
opposing views? If not, why?
3. Does the manuscript present significant new
data or new perspectives? What is its main contribution? Will people want to read this ten years
from now? Does it make a contribution without
resorting to sensationalism or controversy?
4. Does the author follow the canons of responsible scholarship (uses sound and fair methodology;
documents arguable facts)? If not, why?
5. Is the manuscript faith-promoting? Is the piece
in harmony with the established doctrine of the
Church?
If a manuscript is accepted, authors will be
notified and asked to provide photocopies of all
source materials cited, arranged in order, numbered to match the endnotes, and highlighted to
show the quotations or paraphrases. Photocopies
of source material must include title page and
source page with the highlighted quotations.

Editorial Questions
For questions or comments, email us at
rsc@byu.edu or write to Religious Educator,
167 HGB, Provo, UT 84602-2701.
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The Religious Educator Has Gone Digital
The Religious Educator now has a digital subscription option. The cost of a digital subscription is
$10 a year. A regular subscription, which includes
a physical copy of the journal as well as digital
access, is now $15 a year.

Due to rising postage costs, we no longer offer a
mailed physical copy of the journal to subscribers outside of the continental United States. All
foreign subscriptions will now be offered only in
the digital format.

Subscriptions
Place orders online at subscribe.byu.edu.

By Mail
Fill out the subscription form online at tre.byu.edu.
Click “Mail-in Order Form.” Print the form and
include a check for the amount shown on the form.
Mail both to the address shown on the form.
Failure to inform Religious Educator of an address
change in a timely manner may result in missed
issues without compensation or replacement. If
a subscription is placed after the first mailing of
an issue, there may be a delay until the second
mailing occurs.

Subscription Questions
Subscription questions should be sent via
email to rsc@byu.edu and should include
“RE Subscriptions” in the subject line.

Back Issues
Back issues are available for a limited time online.
Available back issues are listed on the subscription
page and may be purchased with or without a subscription. If an issue is not listed, it is out of print
but may be viewed in our back issues archive at
rsc.byu.edu/tre/volumes. Back issues may be
purchased for $5 each (shipping and handling
included).
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